
A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the preparation of this buying guide. We apologize 
for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, errors and omissions in this buying guide. 

Not all products may be available in all stores. See what is available at your local store by visiting  
IKEA-USA.com/stockavailability. For more detailed product information, see the price tag or visit  
IKEA-USA.com. All products shown require assembly. All textiles shown are imported.

MODELS:
Chaise
Loveseat 
Sofa
Corner section
Ottoman with storage 

Removable, 
washable covers

Choice of cover

Available in leather and  
coated fabric

Fixed cover

Dry-clean

Storage in ottoman

Includes a free 10-year  
limited warranty. For  
Limited Warranty details visit  
IKEA-USA.com/warranty

Comfortable sofa at an attractive price
KIVIK seating series is made for people who want extra comfortable 
seating, without it costing more than necessary. Every detail, inside  
and out, is adapted to give you as much comfort as possible. You can  
also combine the different parts in the series in different ways to suit  
you and your home. This way, you always have room for relaxation.

Count on maximum comfort
The seat cushions in KIVIK seating series are made of pocket springs, 
high-resilience foam and polyester fibers — adding both relaxing softness 
and firm support where your body needs it. The wide armrests have a 
thick padding that’s nice both to rest your neck against and to sit on. If 
you choose to add a chaise and ottoman you will have a combination you 
can really stretch out on — and count on maximum comfort when you sit 
down on the sofa.

Choose your own combination
It’s easy to adapt KIVIK seating series to suit your home and your needs. 
You can, for example, combine the sofas with a generous chaise for extra 
room and comfort or add the corner section to create an even bigger 
combination to seat as many people as you like. You have every possibility 
to create your own personal solution!
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COMBINATIONS
Overall size: Width×Depth×Height

KIVIK Loveseat
Overall size: W74¾×D37⅜×H32⅝". 

HILLARED anthracite 594.846.23

HILLARED beige 794.846.79

KELINGE gray-turquoise 594.430.48

TIBBLEBY beige/gray 894.405.95

GRANN/BOMSTAD black, fixed cover 305.195.19

KIVIK Sofa, 3-seat
Overall size: W89¾×D37⅜×H32⅝".

HILLARED anthracite 494.846.14

HILLARED beige 794.846.84

KELINGE gray-turquoise 594.430.53

TIBBLEBY beige/gray 394.405.93

GRANN/BOMSTAD black, fixed cover 805.195.31

KIVIK Sofa with chaise, 3-seat
Overall size: W110¼×D37⅜/64⅛×H32⅝".

HILLARED anthracite 594.845.62

HILLARED beige 394.846.38

KELINGE gray-turquoise 494.430.58

TIBBLEBY beige/gray 794.405.86

GRANN/BOMSTAD black, fixed cover 394.431.86

KIVIK Sofa with chaise, 4-seat
Overall size: W125¼×D37⅜/64⅛×H32⅝".

HILLARED anthracite 794.846.03

HILLARED beige 494.846.33

KELINGE gray-turquoise 494.430.63

TIBBLEBY beige/gray 894.405.81

GRANN/BOMSTAD black, fixed cover 994.431.93
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COMBINATIONS

KIVIK Sectional, 4-seat corner  
Overall size: W101⅛/101⅛×D37⅜×H32⅝".

HILLARED anthracite 694.845.71

HILLARED beige 894.846.69

KELINGE gray-turquoise 294.430.16

TIBBLEBY beige/gray 694.404.74

KIVIK Sectional, 5-seat corner with chaise 
Overall size: W136⅝/101⅛×D64⅛/37⅜×H32⅝".

HILLARED anthracite 694.846.08

HILLARED beige 594.846.61

KELINGE gray-turquoise 694.430.24

TIBBLEBY beige/gray 994.404.82

KIVIK Sectional, 6-seat corner with chaise
Overall size: W101⅛/152⅜×D37⅜/64⅛×H32⅝".

HILLARED anthracite 894.846.12

HILLARED beige 394.846.57

KELINGE gray-turquoise 794.430.28

TIBBLEBY beige/gray 094.404.86

KIVIK Sectional, 5-seat corner   
Overall size: W101⅛/116⅞×D37⅜×H32⅝".

HILLARED anthracite 794.845.75

HILLARED beige 694.846.65

KELINGE gray-turquoise 494.430.20

TIBBLEBY beige/gray 794.404.78
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KIVIK Sectional, 6-seat   
Overall size: W129⅛×D101⅛×H32⅝".

HILLARED anthracite 494.845.53

HILLARED beige 294.846.29

KELINGE gray-turquoise 594.430.67

TIBBLEBY beige/gray 694.405.77

KIVIK Sectional, 6-seat   
Overall size: W144⅞×D101⅛×H32⅝".

HILLARED anthracite 294.845.49

HILLARED beige 094.846.25

KELINGE gray-turquoise 794.430.71

TIBBLEBY beige/gray 594.405.73

KIVIK Ottoman
Overall size: W35⅜×D27½×H16⅞".

HILLARED anthracite 194.845.97

HILLARED beige 394.846.43

KELINGE gray-turquoise 694.430.43

TIBBLEBY beige/gray 894.405.00

GRANN/BOMSTAD black, fixed cover 805.195.07

COMBINATIONS
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Go to know

Leather with coated fabric

1

2

Our fabrics have been tested
KIVIK leather sofa is a combination of our 3 ⁄64" thick grain 
leather called GRANN, which is a soft yet durable dyed-through 
leather, and BOMSTAD coated fabric. Coated fabric has the look 
and feel of leather at a lower cost. 
This is why IKEA often uses a combination of both, with 
leather on direct contact areas such as seating surfaces and 
armrests (1), and coated fabric on other outer surfaces (2).

Grain leather 
The natural variations in the hide are visible, as the leather 
is treated with only a light color coating for protection. The 
leather will acquire a beautiful patina over time. It’s also easy to 
care for — just vacuum regularly with the soft brush attachment 
on your vacuum cleaner.
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Fabric sofas
Our fabrics have been tested
At IKEA we test the fabric covers on our sofas and armchairs 
so you can be sure they’re durable. The fabric’s ability to resist 
abrasion is tested by using a machine to rub it against another 
fabric while applying firm pressure. A fabric that can take 15,000 
cycles is suitable for furniture that must withstand everyday life 
at home — and if it can take more than 30,000 cycles, it is very 
resistant to abrasion. All fabrics are sensitive to sunlight, which 
is why we also check that our fabrics resist fading effectively.

Durable in different ways
Tough tests are an important way to check the durability of our 
fabric covers, but they don’t tell the whole story. Durability also 
depends on materials, construction and manner of use. Heavy, 
tightly woven fabrics with a flat surface are most resistant to 
abrasion. Fabrics with a mixture of natural and synthetic fibers 
can withstand abrasion better than fabrics with only natural 
fibers. Yarn-dyed fabrics are more durable than fabrics with 
printed patterns. And a dirty cover wears out faster than a clean 
one. The fabric is also affected by how you use your sofa, of 
course.

Washing instructions

Resistance  
to abrasion 
(cycles)

Light- 
fastness (1-8)

Hillared fabric has a structured surface created by irregular yarns and material blends. It has a stable 
yet soft hand feel. 55% cotton, 25% polyester, 12% viscose/rayon, 8% linen. 

Machine washable at 104°F 30,000 5

Kelinge is a soft, wide-wale corduroy fabric that has a slight lustre. The thickness of the corduroy gives 
a comfortable feeling. 100% polyester.

Machine washable at 104°F 50,000 5

Tibbleby is a fabric with a smooth surface, slight lustre and a discreet herringbone pattern. 
100% polyester. 

Machine washable at 104°F 50,000 5-6
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IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled by you. That way, you’ll save the most money. But if you would  
like some help, we can offer a range of services. Assembly and delivery services fulfilled by an Independent Service Provider.
Contact your local IKEA store or visit the IKEA website for details: IKEA-USA.com/services

SERVICES

DELIVERY SERVICE  TASKRABBIT ASSEMBLY SERVICE

Most of our products are designed and 
packaged so that you can take them 
home yourself. If you prefer, we can 
arrange for delivery of your purchases 
directly to your home or business. Same 
day, next day or same week deliveries 
are available. We can also arrange for 
delivery at a later date if you would like.

All IKEA products are designed to be 
assembled by you, but you don’t have 
to. We've partnered with TaskRabbit 
to connect you with a network of 
independent ‘Taskers’ who can provide 
quick and convenient assembly and 
mounting services for your IKEA 
purchases made online and in stores. 
You can schedule assembly service  
for as soon as the same day, with  
the Tasker of your choice. Visit  
TaskRabbit.com/IKEA or see a  
co-worker for more details. 

*Services and prices may vary, please see IKEA-USA.com/services or your local IKEA store for details.


